Introduction
Suppose that a family of curves or surfaces or, more generally, nonlinear manifolds is given in parametric form via the model equation s =,f(s, p), where x E R", fi E R", and s E S c Rd with d -C ~1. We use the term parametric here to distinguish such manifolds from those given in implicit form ,f(s, p) = 0. Of course, both s and D may be considered as parameter vectors, so to avoid confusion we shall refer to s as a location parameter and to fl as a shape parameter. In this paper we present an algorithm for solving the Par.nme~ic~ ODR Problem:
Find a shape cector /I* such that the man(~~~ld M* = ( ,f'(s, fl*): s E S) is a best ,fit to scattered data {z& c [w" in the sense that, ,for some 1s: iFz 1, C'>= 1 lIzi -f(sT, fi* the sum of the squared least distances ) 11: ,fj.om the data points to the man$Ad M* is minimal among all such manifolds.
For fixed /3, if ,I 2 -,f(.s, /I) 1 2 is minimal (for unconstrained s) then : -.f(s, 8) is orthogonal to the manifold at f(s, /?), hence the term orthogonal distance regression or ODR is used to describe such problems. The subproblem of determining the closest point on the manifold to a given point z is referred to as a least distance problem.
The set S in which the location parameter s lies is initially assumed to be all of Rd. In Section 4, however, we discuss the changes in the algorithm that result if we allow S to be any closed, convex subset of [Wd. The extended algorithm then covers the case of box constraints that is commonly encountered in parametric tensor-product spline approximation. The papers [8, 91 dealt with algorithms for solving the implicit ODR problem and the implicit least distance problem. In this paper we extend those results to the parametric setting. As in these previous two papers, we shall apply the trust re$giolt approach [ 15, 161 to solving these problems. Trust region methods are iterative--at each stage we accept the minimum of a linear or quadratic model of the objective function only if it adequately reflects the behavior of the objective function, based on the relationship between the predicted change and the actual decrease achieved at that stage. A trust region strategy limits the length of the step from the current iterate by converting the subproblem into a constrained problem of the type: minimize thr model of the objectire ,func.tion in a yicell neighborhood (the trust region) of' the current iterate. By using the trust region approach it is possible to produce algorithms that are globally convergent, hence robust.
Our main algorithm is based on a generic trust region algorithm for ODR problems presented in [S] . One feature of this algorithm is that the least distance part of the algorithm-the determination of the closest points for fixed p-is uncoupled from the part of the algorithm in which the shape parameters are adjusted. Thus. the ODR algorithm consists of two iterative processes, one in which for fixed b the closest points are computed. and a main iteration in which at each stage the closest points are held fixed. It should be stressed that we are not merely optimizing the location parameters and then the shape parameters in an alternating manner. The functional optimized in the second stage is a true first-order approximation to the actual error function involving all of the parameters.
One consequence of this approach is that the objective function in the main algorithm cannot be expressed in closed form as it depends on the unknown closest points. Nonetheless, once a "firstorder approximation" to the objective function is determined it may be used to produce a globally convergent ODR algorithm, as was proved in [8, 91. Note that a direct approach to the parametric ODR problem would require the solution of a large nonlinear system with Nd + HI unknowns. while the least distance subproblems have low dimensionality and can usually be solved very quickly. For more on nonparametric, explicit and implicit ODR the reader is referred to [1, 2, 5, . Methods for parametric ODR are discussed in [ 10. 13. 171, where further references are given. The parametric least distance problem is discussed in these references and in [18] under the guise of "parameter optimization."
However, we are unaware of any published paper in which the convergence of an algorithm for the parametric ODR problem is given. This paper is laid out as follows. The main algorithm is described in Section 2, where its global convergence is also indicated. In Section 3 we present a trust region algorithm for solving the parametric least distance problem, and show that it is globally convergent as well. In Section 4 we consider constraints on the location parameters. Section 5 contains an illustrative example, and we close in Section 6 with a brief discussion of our results. where Dcr,f(s. p) denotes the Jacobian matrix of s =,f'(s, [j) with respect to fl. We may interpret this expression as the orthogonal projection on ? of the first-order approximation of the vector z -x with respect to the parameter b. We will show that we simultaneously obtain a first-order approximation to the distance @(/I). This means that the variations in the location parameter s and the unit normal r with respect to fi do not contribute to the first-order terms in the distance. In order to demonstrate this we need to make the following. (2) We claim that the first sum in this expression yields a first-order approximation to 4'(o). Since, by the optimality of the location parameter S, the partial derivatives with respect to the parameters sj vanish, it is sufficient to show that the variation As is of order 0( 11 A/i' I/ 2). By the Implicit Function Theorem we need only show that the Jacobian matrix of the system of equations for the parameter s, (3) has full rank d. A simple calculation shows that this matrix is given by (1) . Since this matrix has full rank we may drop the second term in (2) and obtain
In some important cases we can give a geometric interpretation to the Assumption. We now present the main iteration of the parametric ODR algorithm. For fixed p, let (Pi) denote the subproblem of finding the least distance from the point zi to the manifold: 4i(/I) = inf( 1:; -.f(S, fi)lll:S E Rd).
Define s
We wish to minimize Q(p) with respect to /?. and choose dk+ r such that dk < dk+ 1 < ;'dk.
(2) Unsuccessful step. Otherwise. set pk+r = ,$ and 0 < dk+, < jldk. The solution of the least distance problems in Step 1 is discussed below. The minimization problem in Step 2 is an inequality-constrained linear least squares problem. Its solution is also discussed below. Remark 2.5. It is important to note that Theorem 2 does not ensure convergence of the shape parameter vector p. In order to prove convergence of the parameter vector certain compactness assumptions would have to be made. Similarly, we make no assertion concerning the convergence of the location parameters; indeed, no minimum values need exist. An elementary example due to Grandine [7] illustrates the nonconvergence of the location parameters as well as possible nonuniqueness of the solution. In [ 131 several examples of nonuniqueness and nonconvergence of the shape parameters are given. In most implementations of a trust region method, the solution of the subproblem when the constraint is active is achieved by iteration involving a sequence of values of i so that the norms of the resulting solutions converge to d. However, since the trust region need not be precisely defined in order to achieve global convergence of the main algorithm, it suffices to find a solution to the subproblem whose norm lies in some neighborhood of d. For this reason, in our implementation, we solve an approximation to the constrained least squares problem by replacing the trust region radius by an interval in which the norm of the solution is allowed to lie. One possibility for such an iteration is given below. 
The parametric least distance problem
We now turn our attention to Step 1 of the Main Algorithm. In this section we drop the reference to the shape parameter p and consider a function f' of the location parameter s alone. Let a d-dimensional nonlinear manifold M in R" be defined by x =,f'(s), s E R". We assume that f(s) is uniformly continuously differentiable and that the manifold is regular in the following sense: The tangent vectors tk = i2J?isk obey the inequality $liYll 6 lX,tl + ..' + Xdtd /z <?/IX 11 with some positive constants c'. I; The parcuwtric least distance problem is For (I ,fird point ; E R" jiml .Y E M swk that (4) I-:--sliz=rnin(~=-~i,:~~!LI).
A straightforward approach to the parametric least distance problem would be the following Gauss-Newton method (cf. [ 10, 17, 181): Starting from an initial point x =f(s) on M, we project the point z onto the space spanned by the tangent vectors t, , . td to M at X; i.e., we find scalars 21, . . . Q yielding the minimum value of 11: -(S + Y] tl + "' + 2,jfd) 2
We then set x =f(s + 2) and repeat the process as often as required. In many situations this process may be expected to yield satisfactory results; however, it is not stable. For example, if the manifold is the surface of a sphere and the point z lies a great distance away, then the initial point must be very close to the actual closest point in order for this method to converge. In order to stabilize this algorithm, we introduce a trust region structure as follows. In each stage of the iteration, first determine a new point X as the solution to a constrained subproblem of the form Step.
Otherwise, Set Sk+, = Sk, xk+r = .yk, and choose dk+l such that 0 < dk+* < i'dk. l Step 4: Increment k by one and go to Step 1 In Step 1 we need to solve a subproblem of the following form:
Given an approximation p to x, jind a uector p + r,t, + "' + &td in the tangent space T of M at p such thal (6) ) = -(p + altl + ... + &,td)(l2 is minimal and (7) Lemma 3.1. Let @ solce the minimization subproblem without the constraint (7) . Then the solution 4
of the constrained problem is given by This means that we can find a vector $ on the line pi with
Il~-~l/~~Ilz-q12 and l14*-pl12<A.
From these equations it follows that the minimum of problem (6) lies on the line ~4. Now a simple argument shows that the minimal q is given by (8) . 0 Theorem 3.2 (convergence). Either the ulyorithm ends in a finite number of steps, or a sequence {xk} is generated ,for which lim I/ Pk(z -xk) iz = 0.
L-L
The proof of this theorem is essentially the same as that of the corresponding theorem in [9] . Note that, as in the case of Theorem 2.4, it is not guaranteed that a point .Y yielding a minimum in (5) exists.
Application to splines
In practical applications of curve and surface fitting algorithms it is often the case that the location parameters are constrained to lie in a given set Q. which is usually closed and convex. In particular, for spline approximation Q often has the form (s E Rd: li < si < ui f (box constraints). In this section we discuss the changes to the least distance algorithm and to the main algorithm necessitated by the restriction of the location parameter s to a closed, convex subset fi E Rd, as well as the effect these changes have on the convergence results already stated.
We first consider the least distance algorithm. Let P(s) denote the projection of s E Rd onto 0; that is. P(s) is the unique closest point to s in Q. Let F(s) = 11 z -f(s) ,I2 for a fixed z E R". The projected gradient VQF(s) is the projection of the gradient VF(s) onto the tangent cone of Sz at s (this differs by a minus sign from the definition in [3] ). The gradients VF(s) and VQF(s) may differ only when s is on the boundary of R. In the case of box constraints, for example,
max(c^iF(s), 0), si = ui.
A necessary condition for a point s* E Q to be a stationary point of F is that V[)(s*) = 0. However, since V'F is often discontinuous at a stationary point, we may not use the magnitude of the projected gradient as an indication of convergence in our iterative scheme. Instead, we propose to follow [4] in using the continuous quantity P(s -VF(s)) -s as an indicator of "criticality." This is appropriate since P(s* -VF(s*)) -s* = 0 if s* is a stationary point of F in Q. We now modify Step 1 of the least distance algorithm as follows: Alternatively, one could compute a projected gradient step ( [3, 4] ). is strictly decreasing on successful steps, hence the endpoints of Q may only occur each at most once on a successful step.
Having made these changes in the least distance algorithm. we claim that no further changes are required in the main algorithm, provided 4(p) is redefined approximately:
The definition of I,$ stays the same. although the vector Y need not be orthogonal to the manifold if .x(p) lies on the boundary of Q.
In order to demonstrate the next theorem we need some basic facts about variational inequalities (see, e.g., [l 11). Let F: R -+ R be a continuously d@erentiable function defined on a cormex subset Q c R". A necessary condition that F attain its minimum at a point se!Z is VF(S)~(~ -s) 3 0 for all ~EQ.
(10)
For box constraints this condition is equivalent to (9) . A natural condition for uniqueness of a minimum is strict monotonicity. defined by (VF(s) -VF(t))T(s -t) > 0 for t # s.
This condition also ensures that the solution of the variational inequality (10) yields a minimum of the functional F on the convex set 0. For a twice continuously differentiable function F this condition is satisfied if the Hessian matrix given (up to a factor 2) by (1) is positive definite.
Since we are interested in local approximations, it suffices if the Hessian is positive definite in an appropriate neighbourhood of the local minimum. Proof. We set F(s. /I) = il z -f'(s, p) /I :. A s in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we show first that the variation ds is of order 0( 11 dfl 12). We apply (10) with t = s + ds and use the optimality of s to get VyF(s. fl)'ds 3 0.
Since s + ds is optimal for fl + dfl, we may apply (10) again with r = s to get V,F(s + As, /I + d/j)T(-As) 3 0.
H. Since F is twice continuously differentiable, by positive definiteness there are constants m and L such that in a neighborhood of s, m 11 As 11; < ( VsF(s + As, p) -PDF@, p))TAs = (&F(s + As, p + Afl) -v$(s, p))'ds + (V$(s + As, /?) -Vs',F(s + As. p + Afi))TAs < L II A/l 112 !I As l/z.
Hence, it follows that 11 As I/ 2 d (L/m) iI Afi /I z. We now show that the second term on the right-hand side of (2) is of order 0( I/ p 11 i). By (11) this term is nonnegative, so it suffices to estimate it from above. We may rewrite this term as The first term is less or equal than zero by (12). whereas by the above the last term is of order 0( 11 As 11: + 11 ds II2 11 LIB Ill). Hence, the proof is complete. 0 Now the proof of Theorem 2.4 covers the constrained case. as well.
A numerical example
As an illustrative example, we fit a hyperboloid to data, given as triplets in Iw3. There are sixty-three data points and nine components to the shape parameter vector (i.e., n = 3, d = 2, m = 9, N = 63). W e used a standard parametrization involving a shift (x0, yo, zO), an axis (a, 6, c), and a rotation matrix involving three Euler angles o, 4, K. The data are given in the Appendix.
The output is shown below. The initial values for the parameters were chosen in an arbitrary fashion, so that the initial objective function value (the sum of the squared distances from the data points to the initial surface) was about 382.375. In 11 main iterations (4.7 s on a Sun SPARCstation 20), the algorithm converged with an objective function value of 6.375097219. The stopping 
Discussion
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm that may be used to fit curves and surfaces to the measurement data in a least squares sense or, in fact, to fit parametric manifolds to data in any dimension. The approach we have taken utilizes a trust region strategy for robustness; indeed, it is possible to prove global convergence of the algorithm under reasonable conditions. Moreover, our algorithm generalizes easily to the case of constrained location parameters such as those occurring in many instances of spline approximation, while retaining global convergence. Other than the use of a trust region approach, what distinguishes our algorithm from other least squares algorithms for fitting parametric curves and surfaces is the use of orthogonal distances and the complete uncoupling of the least distance iteration, in which the location parameters are optimized, from the main iteration, in which the shape parameters are adjusted.
As a trust region method, our implementation differs little from other standard trust region algorithms, except for the use of two trust region radii do and d i, along with bisection, to compute a Levenberg-Marquardt parameter i, such that the length of the stabilized Gauss-Newton step falls between do and d i. This has the advantage of simplicity and seems to work satisfactorily.
The algorithms given here are incomplete in that explicit constants are not given and, other than convergence. no stopping criteria are specified. As is often the case in algorithms of this type, the precise choice of values for the various constants seems to have little effect on the convergence of the algorithm, although a particular choice might prove more effective in any given setting.
